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EDITORIAL

HOME SWEET HOME
Rivermen defeat Pittsburg State
86-71 on Saturday.

Will Student Government Association's
decision to expel seven organizations actually
encourage student involvement?
FEATURES

Turn off the television and get a little artsy.
SPORTS

The Rivermen won their first MIAA basketball game of the season.

Issue 782

Former Employee Files
Lawsuit Against University

An Ice Cold Bugg Lake

by Russell Korando
and larry Offner
of The Current staff

© 1994
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NO BUGGS A LLOWED: Numerousgeese experience freezing temperatures at their home las t week;
UM-St. Louis' Bugg Lake.
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Governor Proposes
Extra Financial Punch
UM-St Louis Would Like Complete Flexibility In Usage Of The Fl11Jds

by Clint Zweifel
news e ditor

..

Gov. Mel Carnahan's budget
request for higher education could
bring UM-SL Louis $16 million for
the fiscal year beginning luly 1,
1994.

The money is part of the
governor's budget request that calls
for $177.5 million on capital im, pmvements. Of the allottnent, voters would have to authorize $130
million of the budget as a bond
issue.
Carnahan proposed $12.9 million of the allocation to renovate
Benton and Stadler Halls. The remaining $3.3 million would go to
social science and business building
renovations.
Donald Driemeier, deputy to the
chancellor, said although renovation of buildings is apriority, the
acquiring of more land for the
university's Master Plan is of more
importance. He said a budget officer
is examining the budget to see if the
usage of the monies allotted can be
more fler.ible, so that it can be used

•

,

•

See Suit, page 6

(MPA) attorney Jean Maneke and The
Current's advisor, Larry Offner, who
is also an attorney. He said they both
felt it was a relevant issue and encourUM-St. Louis student and news
aged him to attend .
editor of The Current, Clint Zweifel,
'That' s really all I needed,
was handcuffed and escorted
once I talked to a couple of
out of a Student Court meeting
professionals," Zweifel said.
last Thursday.
"In theSGAconstitution there
Zweifel was at the meeting
"To me, it seems
is nothing written that allows
to hear the appeals of the stufor
closed meetings. But, it
dent groups that were expelled
ridiculous that student
still wouldn't have made a
from the Student Government
government that stresses
difference either way."
Association (SGA) assembly
Zweifel also said the atfor failing to comply with the
student unity has excluded an
torneys talked to him about
SGA attendance policy.
organization from
the Missouri State Sunshine
Kel Ward, chief justice of
involvement. "
Laws which give the press
the Student Court, asked
the freedom to attend goverZweifelto leave on a number of
Clint Zweifel, news
nance meetings.
occasions, but Zweifel refused
editor of The Current
Lowe "Sandy" MacLean,
on the basis that he hadarightto
vice-chancellor of Student
be there.
Affairs, said Ward knew that
"I had already covered the
fact that they were expelled from the those interested out of the proceeding." Zweifel was planning to attend the
Knowing that he would not be al- meeting the day before so he, Ward,
assembly the week before. Not much
worse was going to happen to these lowed at the meeting, Zweifel con- contacted the university attorney.
"We don't have a definitive decigroups. They had already become un- tacted Missouri Press Association

recognized organizations," Zweifel
said. "These weren't personal problems
with inclividuaJs, they were merely
problems with SGA assembly attendance. It doesn't seem justified to keep

managing editor

Faculty Questions Response To Fire;
Senate Approves Nur.sing Merger
associate news editor

The response to a fue alarm in the
Computer Center Building eCCE) on
lan.18 was questioned at the UM-St.
Louis Senate meeting by Joseph
Martinich, business professor.
On Tuesday, at 1:55 p.m., an alarm in
CCB signaled, causing faculty and staff
on the second., thirdand fourth floors to
evacuate.
Martinich said he met other faculty
members, who had also evacuated..,
outside CCB.
"We waited about five minutes,"
Martinich said. "Then, we asked if
anyone had called the JX)lice. A lady
said that she had, and that they responded by saying,'We'll send the
maintenance man over to check itout' ."
Gail Ratcliff, mamematics professor, said she had called the police, and
was put on hold after telling the dis-

patcher a fire alarm had signaled in
CCB.
"The dispatcher carne back to the
phone after a minute or two and asked
for additional information," Ratcliff
said. "I clidn'tknowwhatelse the person
wanted.
"My secretary called the maintenance department, and they told her
that they have a board that tells them it
was a false alarm. I don't know how
they can be so sure."
Martinich said after 10 minutes
had expired, Larry Westermeyer, director of Computing and Networking
Services, entered the building to make
sure there was not an emergency.
"Well, after the alarm had sounded,
Larry began making the rounds of the
floors to make sure everything was
okay,~ Martinich said. "But
why weren't the police there immediately. Even if it was not a fire,

See Fire, page 6
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Student Says Red-T~ pe Slowed Reaction
To Water Heater Explosion In Dormitories
by Jeremy Rutherford

by Jeremy F\utherford

•..

to acquire property for the university. Acquiring the land is part of
the university's Master Plan. The
plan will change the physical setting of the campus by adding dormitories, changing parlcing and
moving academic programs.
"The renovation is important,
but the land acq uisition is a higher
priority," Driemeier said. "The
governor's office has shown a
willingness to change the emphasis
from remodeling to property acquisition ."
We would like ultimate flexibility (with the monies), so the
funding could be used for both
(property and renovation) ."
Driemeier said the university
would like full flexibility with the
funding, so the most desirable
property could be acquired.
"The longer you wait to acquire property, the more people
there are who might fInd alternative uses for it," he said.
Driemeier said he expects a
decision on the flexibility of the
funding between two weeks to a
month.

A fonner UM-St. Louis administrative assistant/customer service specialist fIled a charge of discrimination
against the University with the Equal Opportunity Employment Commission.
ParnelaThomas, ofSt. Louis, who had been a University
employee for two years, and whose job was eliminated Nov .
17, stated in her charge that she had been subjected to
adverse terms and conditions of employment.
Thomas has also filed two claims for workers compensation for an alleged respiratory problem and workrelated stress.
Barbara Carroll, associate director of Human Resources!
Payroll, said, "From an organizational standpoint, I feel it's
inappropriate to cornment on inclividual personnel issues."
Carroll added she could not comment on Thomas's
charges of racial and gender discrimination.
In her charge, Thomas stated that, "I believe that my
terms and conditions of employment are related to my sex
(female) and my race (African-American) because: my
office was moved to the basement in an area that is infested
with flies and which has very little ventilation; I was placed
in an area that is noisy due to automation and a loading dock,
elevators, carpenter equipment being used, drilling and the

smell of paint; I cannot enter or exit my office without going
through someone else's .area, and the lock on my office does
not work ... "
In amemodatedAug. 31, 1993, Carroll issued a written
warning to Thomas under the University'S disciplinary
process. The subject of the memo was a confrontation
between Thomas and a co-worker.
Carroll wrote to Thomas: " ... your confronting her (the
co-worker) by screaming and using offensive terms, both in
the main office and in the back room-<lespite efforts by
your immediate supervisor, Pam Rottman, to have you
control yourself-are unacceptable and will not be tolerated."
Carroll also stated in the same memo that Thomas, .. .
. . did not provoke the incident with the co-worker."
In a second memo, dated Sept. 28, 1993, from Rottman,
supervisor/Human Resources Services, Rottman discussed
Thomas's failure to mail a job description to a University
staff member who had twice requested one.
In the memo, Rottman states, "Several things concern
me regarcling this incident, the first of which is that you may
have not dealt honestly with this person. Despite your
statements to the contrary, there is no indication that you
mailed copies of either the job posting or the job description
or that you really tried to phone her."

Student Handcuffed, Escorted
Out Of ~tudent Court MeeJing
by Dana Cook

•
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Clint Zweifel
sion at this point, but the attorney said
it's (Student Court) not a governance
body," MacLean said. "The Board of
Curators is a governance body. What

See Court, page 6
Committee Looks
At Fraternity's
Status
by Jeremy Rutherford

associate news editor

associate news editor

A water heater burst on the second floor of Residence
Hall on Jan. 17, damaging two occupied rooms.
At approximately 5 am., a water heater burst in the
room of Ray Marceau, damaging his unit and the unit of
Tene Smith.
Katie Tripani, who lives in the room next to Smith,
said when she woke up at 5:30 a.m., no one from the
maintenance department had arrived.
"We immediately notifiec: the R.A. (Residential
Assistant Kim Grant), and she contacted maintenance,"
Tripani said. "But she said it was unnecessary to notify
leff Brown (Residence Hall director). If the director of
the building can 't help you, who can?"
Tripani said one maintenance man arrived one hour
and 15 minutes after the water heater burst.
"Itwasn'tuntil about 6: 15 am . when someone finally
showed up to tum thewater off," Tripani said. "And I can
understand, because it takes awhile to get over here. But
then he left, and no one else showed up until after 8
o'clock a.m ."
A second maintenance man walked into Smith's unit
at approximately 8:20 a.m.
"He carne in and complained because no one cared
about what had happened," Tripani said. "He left saying
he would bring back more people to help, but he didn't.

See Dorm, page 6
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A loose ceiling tile in a donnitory room of the UM-St.
Louis Residence Hall that broke loose when a water
heater burst on the second floor of the dormitory .

The Pi Kappa Alpha (pKA)
fraternity executive board attended the UM-St. Louis Senate
Committee on Student Affairs
(SCSA) meeting on Jan. 20 to
learn of their status as a recognized
organization.
Bob Schmalfeld, director of
University Center, said PKA is
recognized-including funds-but is
being reviewed by himself and
Lowe "Sandy" MacLean, vice
chancellor of Student Affairs.
MacLean reported that PKA
has been under fife for recent allegations.
-OnJuly26, 1993, the Sigrna
Tau Gamma fraternity reported
that PKA was selling alcohol to
minors.
-On Sept. 23, 1993, an acti ve
member of the PKA was paddled
on his birthday as part of a !radi-

See Status, page 6
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The Current Classified Order Form
FREE FOR
STUDENTS

For Sale/Help Wanted/Personals

CLASSIFICATION
MESSAGE:

"
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HELP WANTED
Help Wanted
Our Pelican needs briefs
Brief our Pelican
Fri ., Jan. 28, 8 p.m.
8645 Natural Bridge Road
Juxtaposed to Taco Bell
The brothers of Sigma Pi
427-9179

FOR SALE

Ru s se ll Koranda
Dana Cook

New Smith Corona word processor with separate 12 inch monitor-unlimited data storage via 3.5"
diskettes, MS-Dos Compatible.
spell check, address merge. Perfect for college students--$200. Call
Teri at 447-5295.

F OR O FFI C E USE OWLY

Drop-off boxes are located on the 3rd floor of
Lucas Hall or at The Current orrke 7940 Natural Bridge

~--------------------~
OPPORTUNITY
Expanding a marketing and distribution company. Looking for a few
entrepreneurs that have an open
mind and are looking to make
money with minimaltime . Call (314)
579-1127.
Wallace and Associates
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT Make up to $2,000 - $4,OOD+/mo.
teaching basic conversational English abroad. Japan, Taiwan, and
S. Korea. Many employers provide
room & board + other benefits. No
teaching background or Asian lan. guages required. For more information call (206) 632-1146 ext.
J5746 .

Dave

69 Ford Mustang for sale. 38,000
miles on engine . Rebuilt 4-barrel
302. With dual exhaust & headers .
Body work and some repairs
needed . $1500 or best offer. Call
Craig at 867-9107.

I!lSUE :

HELP WANTED

Chr i stine McGraw
J ason 8uchhei t
I.arry Offner
Clint Zweifel
Jeremy Rucher f o r d
Cory Sc hroe de r
Pete Dicrisp i ne
Jeff Struyk
Michael 0 ' Brian

HELP WANTED

rEarn $500 • $1000 weekly stuffing
envelopes. For details - RUSH $1
with SASE to:
GROUP FIVE
57 Greentree Drive, Suite 307
\,.
Dover, DE 19901.)

'----------Fun & Rewarding Summer Jobs.
Firefighter. tour guide, wrangler,
host(ess), instructor, lifeguard, hotel
staff, + volunteer and government positions available at national parts. Excellent benefits + bonuses! For more
details call: (206) 545-4804 ext. N5746.
Work From Home. PTIFT ground floor
opportunity. No experience necessary.
Call Mac or Debi for Dynamic details,
230-6647.

Fk¥l

Christopher Suther l and
Matt Forsythe

I>'att

~

Erich almer
Rebecca Dam e s

Ed it or-In-Chief
Managing Edi t or
Business Di r ecto r '
~ssociate Bus iness Direc to r
Coo rdin at o r
News Edi tor
Assoc iate News Ed i t or
Sport s Editor
ASSOCiate Spo rt s Ed it or
Features Edi to r
.i\ssoc i a te Fea tu res Edi t o r
l"ca:cgr<l!:hy DL"",,",or
Ass o ciat e Photo Direct or
Advertising Directo r
Sales llepresentative
Edi torial Cart oonist
Re porter

Staff IBtb!rs Also IncllXi! All !lep>rtars !Wi COrreo-p:lIlCEflts Of The Cllr.!EJ1t.

The CUTrent is published weekly on Mondays. Advertising
rates are available upon request by contacting The Currents'
advertising office (314) 553-5316 . Space reservations for
advertisments must be received by 5:00 p.m. the Wednesday
prior to publication.
The Current, financed in part by student activity fees, is not
an official publication of UM-Sl Louis. The University is not
responsible for The CUTrent's content or policies.
Editorials expressed in the paper reflect the opinion of the
editorial staff. Articles labeled "commentary" or "colunm" are
the opinion of the individual writer.
All material contained in this issue is the property of The
Currenl, and cannot be reproduced or reprinted without the
expressed written consent of

The CUTrenl and its staff.

MISCELLANEOUS
Normandy East and West
1-2 bedroom apartments
Beaumul parK like setting.
Immaculate. Central Airs (c/a),
carport/garage. mini blinds,
storage $100 security deposit.
Kohner Properties - $350
Infinity Taxes - 428-2244
8505 Natural Bridge
M-F 10 a m. to 9 p.m. and weekends.
Electronicfiling, fast refurrls. $10 EZs .

GREEKS & CLUBS
Earn $50 - $250 for yourself
plus uo to $500 for your clubl
This fundraiser costs nothing
and lasts one week. Call now and
receive a free gift.
1-800-932-0528 ext. 65.

TIRED

OF
THE
REGULAR
UM-ST. LOUIS
.EXPERIEN CE?
THEN
JOIN
lT9-lf£
cru~rf(T,'J.[lT

AND
MAKE
SOME
WAVES
Apply Today!
Many positions
will be opening
up at the end of
this semester_

EMPLOYERS
ARE TALKING ABOUT US.
Here is what just one business leader had to say about
civilian career opportunities for Army alumni:
Military experience provides many benefits
for... graduates that ultimately makes them
worthwhile candidates for industry."
I encourage employers to seriously
"
consider and to employ these young people as
we do at Honeywell."
Dr. JamesJ. Renier
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer Honeywell
Today, more than ever before, employers are looking
for the skills and personal qualities brought to the marketplace by Army-trained individuals.
So, let the Army help you put power in your resume.
For more information, see your local Army Recruiter today.

CALL 426-0335

ARMY.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE:

UPBulle fin 8
Not

RECENT
GRADS
If you are a recent
college graduate and
are serious about
finding a career pOSition,
not just a job,
we should talk.
To gain the edge in
1oday's competitive
market, you need
to have the
right direction
Call us for a no
cost appointment

,

Q:-,

. r

f·...,.

r:-

Make a
New Year Resolution
Start the New Year Right and Register Now!!

Sophomores & Juniors- Co-op & Internships
• Paid positions related to degree while in school
• "Careers On-Line"

Seniors- Jobs After Graduation
• On Campus Recruiting Begins In February
• Career Library • Job Skills Workshops
• Current Job Listings • "Careers On-Line"

Career Placement Services
308 Woods Hall 553-5111

well known as the Ten Commandments

Hours: 8 a.m. - 7 p.m. MT
8 a.m.- 5 p.m. W Th F

.January

Students! Faculty!
Staff! Alumni!
The Staff Association is
sponsoring a show to celebrate
the 30th Anniversary ofUM-St.
Louis. The show will feature the
talents of students, faculty, staff,
and alumni. We are looking for
people to, perform skits and songs
which have already been selected,
as well as performers who have
prepared their own acts. We are
interested in singers, dancers,
magicians, comedians, and all
other types of performers consistent with the variety show
format. Auditions will be Feb.
16,3:00 p.m.n:OO p.m.
There will be a piano accompanist. For further info call
553-5272, and ask for Amy
Amott.

Tickets Now On Sale!
Renee Hicks- (Tickets 1 Per Student ID, $7
Per Student and $10 for the Public)
28th-MOVIE- Pink Floyd: The Wall
(7 & 10 pm in Ie Penney Auditorium)

Just A Little Reminder

::Fe6ruary
4th- MOVIE- Malcom X
(7 & 10 pm in JC Penney Aud)
14th- Bobcat Ticket Sales Begin
(Available at the Bookstore)
18th- Renee Hicks
(7:30 pm in JC Penney Auditorium)
19th- Star Trek-a-Thon
(10 am in JC Penney Auditorium

TACO '
-aELL®
~e~

Our Hours Are- Mon-Thurs. 7:30 am - 7 pm
Friday 7:30 am - 2 pm

Career Directions, Inc_
1001 Craig Rd. Suite 260
St. Louis, Mo. 63146

569-9808

d:;::;;om,
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... Sut a lot easier to show to your friends.
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Wilderness Areas Seek Volunteers For Conservation Work
by Jeffrey Struyk
features editor

Do you like the outdoors? Have
you always wanted to see more of our
country? Would you like to make a
difference in our troubled environment?
If you answered "yes" to any of these
questions, The Student Conservation
Association (SCA) may have something to offer you.
SCA is a non-profit educational
organization that has been recruiting
volunteers for public service projects
since 1957. In 1993 the SCA placed
more than 1,500 volunteers at more
than 250 national parks, forests, wildlife refuges and other sites throughout
the United States, Canada and Mexico.
Before you cringe at the word
"volunteer," allow me to let you in on

Positions Beginning
March- April 1994
May-july 1994
August-September 1994

one other bit of info. Each of the
approximately 1,000 positions offered
this year is expense-paid. Imagine
spending your summer vacation (but
not your money) in Hawaii, the Florida
.Keys, or in the Great Smokey Mountains. These are only a few of the many
possibilities offered by SCA. The
SCA's Resource Assistant Program
lets you apply for the area and type of
work you want to do.
There are several different areas of
work involving conservation, resource
management and education. In each
area, volunteers work directly with
experts in the field gaining hands-on
experience. There is also potential for
academic credit through an internship
with your college or university . .
A catalog is available that is coded
by region and type of work. Appli-

Apply By
january IS, 1994
March I, 1994
june 1, 1994

DON'T GET LEFT OUT: Application deadlines for the Student Conservation Association's Resource Assistant Program.

Competition A Hit With
National Poetry Slam

cants then select their preferences and
turn them back in to SCA. Selection is
.. ,.
competitive: the earlier you apply, the
better your chances are at getting the
position you desire.
If you are selected for the program,
theSCA will coverall of your expenses.
This includes travel, housing, living
expenses, accident insurance and uniform costs. The program lasts 12 weeks
and is open to men and women 18 years
and older.
"From the snow covered peaks of
Alaska to the fragile coast line of the
Florida Keys; in deserts, forests, on
mountains andatshorelines, people' slives
are changing through a ~n as Student
Conservation Association volunteers,"
stated Lesley Schuler, Recruitment Director. "As they gain valuableprofessional
experience tluough conservation and
managementofournaturalresourceareas,
SCA participants know they are making a
difference."
To apply for a position, contact The
Photo: Jeffrey Struyk
StudentConservation Association atP. O.
Box 550, Charlestown, NH 03@3. The
phone number is (@3) 543-1700 and the ALOHA: Diamond Head crater on the island of Oahu . Hawaii is just one of the possible locations for Student
FAX number is (@3) 543-1828.
Conservation Association volunteers to serve the environment.
~

S1, Louis

t')oet.r'l~ SC€t1€

by Michael O'Brian
associate features editor

The television has nothing new to
say. You'd like to go out drinking but
you only have five bucks' till Saturday.
a prize of $1000.
It's a great night for poetry.
Eight years ago Mark Smith,
The St Louis open mike poetry
For several years the Slam was
master of ceremonies at the presti- held in Chicago, but now the city
scene has been exploding over the last
gious Green Mill in Chicago, started changes each year. St Louis has
year. New coffee houses have opened,
what is now the National Poetry Slam. attended twice in the last three years.
each with their own brand of open mike
In an attempt to bring attention to Local performance artists such as
readings for the closet wordsmith.
the non-academic writing population, Percy Wells from the original
On Monday nights, Bob Putnam
Smith devised a competition in which Warrior Poets, the Venice Cafe's ' and Sheri Lucas host the city's longest
audience members volunteer to judge Uncle Bill Green, and fast upcomrunning open mike at the Venice Cafe
willing poetry readers at the Mill's ing Chris Branch have represented
at the comer ofPestalozzi and Lemp in
open mike. The performer with the St Louis in the past
the old brewery district The Venice,
highest score after two rounds won
Last year the National Slam was
unper the watchful eye of owner Jeff
the Slam and was the wealthyreci"pi- held in the cultural vortex of San
L6<;khead, (S t. Louis painter)", has been
ent of a$10cash prize.
Francisco for a S2.,OC() prize which . - gIvmg'llidriistIatcilwnter a venue for
When Smith decided to work to- went to the team from Boston. New
venting wit now for four years.
gether with Boston Globe journalist, York waged a close second under
Rob Templeton ('93 St Louis Slam
and now proclaimed writer/perfor- the direction ofMTV 's spoken word
Team member) hosts St Louis' only
mance artist, Patricia Smith the re- organizer Bob Holman.
poetry slam at the Wabash Triangle just
sults were outstanding. Teams formed
This year's Slam will be held in
outside of the U-City Loop at 6155
in cities across the nation to go to Ashville, NC. The St Louis venues
Delmar. Poets from across the area
Chicago to compete in the first Na- are uniting to devise a system to
show up to the Wabash on Wednesday
tional Slam held at the Green Mill for select this year's team.
evenings to compete for a $50 cash
~:::;:::===:::;::::==.=.:::::::::;:::::::::===:=:;:::====.====.=:,,=:--c-~~-====l prize. Poets are judged by volunteers
:; ... :-:
".:
from the rowdy Wabash crowd.
The Slam has been structured to
closely resemble a similar event at the
by Michael O'Brian
associate features editor

•

•

•

•
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Can you sit in a warehouse apartment
listening to slow jazz?
Giving getting stoned with neW friends
after muse dreams fulfilled
and you heard them listening?
Silent silence grasped your pause, and you heard
them listening.
Does literature market?
How much is a cup of coffee at the Green Mill?
What can fifty people do for you as individu91s
when words fly from full puffed mOl'th
body in motion?
Can you sleep in a warehouse apartment
listening to slow jazz?

"I have 18 credit hours, four
classes today, and I want to
graduate."

."

..

Renee Whitaker
Teacher's Assistant
History Department

',:',1

Drink
Drink, the place
across Fulton from Shelter,
the closed place.

"I had to tea;h today. lhada
class this morning and one this
evening. I'm here just for the
thrill of it all."

..
Matt McMett
Mass Communications
Junior

•

"Nothing better to do."

.~

Green Mill in Chicago. Mark Smith
(Green Mill MC) is the father of the
National Slam which is now eight years

Listen

James Pennies
Psychology/
Criminal Justice
Senior

•

Poetry Live!!!

o pen doors welcome
seven starving stragglers
into the dungeon
of a vast span
built in brick
clay red,
like the light shining
behind the liq uor.
Feed for a handful
holding the open
circular span hostage
for a slice of I talian cuisine.

Penny Fisher

Social Work
Junior

'"

"It's cold out here!"

B eat waitress
beats the hardwood floor
with a slavic accent.
Everything fits perfectly.
. Michael O'B r ia n

old. This year's National Slam will beheld
in Ashville, NC in late
September.PoctsinSt.

Soars

Louis are
currently
competing to
arrange the
four-perso n
tearn to represent the city.
As the result of a poetry
war
waged last
August,
Putnam and
Lucas have
started a very
successful
open mike at
Man i a
Italian on
South Grand.
"Word Anarchy," as this
night
is
dubbed, goes
hc.ad to head
against the
Wabash on
Wednesdays
where Bob
and Sheri

used to host.
The rookie of the year award for
open mikes would have to go to
Mokabes Coffee Shop in Kirkwood at
124 Jefferson. This Thursday night
venue packs in both crowd and poets
each week. Though the crowd is typically younger (16-20), the work is outstanding.
Oasis Coffee House hosts an open
mike on Tuesdays in a non-smoking
environment in Webster Groves at 8130
S. Big Bend.
At Cafe Amora on the St. Louis
University Campus there is a reading
on Sunday evenings. However prior
arrangements must be made with the'
ownership to perform at this "open"·
mike.
• I
All venues have been bringing in
good size crowds and quality readers
every week. Subject material ranges
from slapstick humor to the very dark
experiences of the performers. The
presentations are sometimes outlandish, occasionally boring, but the patient
viewer will always get a chance to see
one of the many very talented performers in St. Louis.

.

fampus Career Corne9
by Dana Cook
managing editor

Imagine going to a high school
class reunion. You know, where
everybody sil'> around and talks
about how successful they are.
You're high school best friend is
now a neurosurgeon, your worst
enemy is a corporate lawyer and
your high school sweetheart is the
CEO of a Fortune 500 company.
So, whadya do? Well , how
about telling them you're a
phytopathologist, or maybe a
viticulturalist. And you could do
this if you had a degree in biology.
You may have to specialize this
degree, but that is oneofthebeauties
of this program. There are so many
areas of biology to explore that
whether you're interested in the
workings of a cell or the reproduction of elephants there' s something for you.
Some of those areas include
health, plant biology, zoological
science and ecological and environmental studies. But, according
to Dr. Albert Derby ,chairperson of
the biology deparunent, for the
more exciting jobs you should go
to graduate school. But there are
jobs available for those with an
undergraduate degree.
"U1v1-St. Louis biology graduates enter industrial positions at a
rate three times that of the national
average, obtaining positions with
area employers such Monsanto,
McDonneUDouglas and AnheuserBusch," states a pamphlet available
in the department. Other companies in the area that hire biology
majors are Monsanto, Sigma,

CulJi gan and, of course, the hospitals. Derby said the health and
biotech markets are very strong at
this time.
He said salaries for biologists
vary , obviously, to what field you
pursue; but undergrads can expect
to start out in the low to mid $20s
with some of the smaller local companies. But, larger technical companies, such as Monsanto, pay in
the mid $30s.
Potential biology majors don't
have to think they would spend all
of their time buried in the ixloks.
There is a Biology Club on campus
where members do a number of fun
things together, such as field and
float trips with a biological pu.rpose.
They also have purely social functions and they invite guests to speak
about available careers. Derby said
the club is also a good source for
networking.
Ifbiologyisaninterestofyours,
but you just can't imagine learning
exactly why roses are red and violets are blue, then you can get a
certificate in conservation or biotechnology. The biotechnology
certificate has already been implemented, and there are just a few
details to work out in the conservation certificate program.
The opportunities in the area of
biology are much too exhaustive to
describe here, but they are definitely worth checking out.
Oh, by the way, if you were a
phytopathologist you would be
working with the diseases of plants.
And if you were a viticulturalist,
you could possibly make your own
wine because viticultural is the science of growing grapes.
I .
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Student Groups' (Lack) Of Involvement
Cause For Exp~sion
by Clint Zweifel

TM

Voice Of The People

VOXPO _uli

he assumed their SGA representative
had been attending meetings.
"(SGA) should have notified us
that they were not attending," he said.
"We thought (our SGA representative)
was still attending the meetings. I told
him to write a letter to me if he could not

relevant to South Campus are not addressed at SGA meetings. Hunter said
he would be more inclined to attend the
Student involvement is and always
meetings if topics, such as a lack of
has been a critical issue on the UM-St
lighting on South Campus, were adLouis campus. Involvement is plagued
dressed.
by a university that houses only 80
"(The meetings) are just plain stustudents on the
pid, " he said.
Dear editor,
Dear editor,
campus. Trying to ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ "Theytalkabout
bring students on
nonsense at
The United States Olympic ComAfter waiting in vain for the excampus for social
these meetings. mittee (USOC) hopes that Tonya pected avalanche of response to your
activities is not
I It's pitch black (Harding) will quit, so they won't have commentary in the Nov . 15 issue of
easy.
~==============================================~: whentheedu~- to deal with her directly. The affair is, The Current, I am moved to respond to
Student Govtion and nursing after all, so distasteful to their sophisti- you personally. I was gratified to see
ernment Association President Andy attend."
students leave at night"
~ted artistic palates.
someone taking a stand on the issue of
Masters and his administration has tried
One would think better communiIf there are more organizations who
I, for one, in the absence of a a college administration imposing itself
to combat a lethargic student body by ~tion skills would be exhibited be- will not accept their responsibilities as
smoking crowbar, found in her hand, into the personal lives of students. I
emphasizing the positives of being in- tween the group's members. Letter student leaders, South Campus will not
hope that she is allowed to compete. I must, unfortunately, beg to differ with
volved on campus. He has been at- writing just does not seem to suff1cea~ be the only part of the university in
don't believe that accusation and in- you on the tone taken toward a small
tempting to show the average student communj~tion that is integral to attain darkness.
nuendo is the reason to bar her from the liberal arts college like Antioch, and
avenues for involvement
student involvement.
competition
for which she has pre- with the opinion you have expressed
Voice Of
Unforturtately, while
Ozzie Hunter, Rho
pared
for
so
long. The proof, at this on the Antioch policy on intimate
The People Policy
SGA has pulling their
Nu president, said he had
level, is in performance.
Tlu.: Curren! \\·~k,\m\.~ ... ktll.:r, h~ Ih~
contact.
share of the load, there
too many other responc<iil<'f. l.~lI~.fS Shlllllt..l h~ hn~r. HI\" 1I,~ •• f
She is an artist and an athlete.
From your article and the accomhave been recognized
sibilities that took his
any m:tterial i~ 3t the ed'tor\; dl't..:rdion.
Neither profession, if dim memory panying picture, I gather that you are an
Et.hung 11M} he n~l,:~~ . . al) for "'p~u:c
student organizations
time to attend SGA
serves, requires sainthood as a prereq- attractive, assertive, and reasonably
:lII.I,·bril~. Idea, will ""I he· "Ill'r,·d, hut
who refuse to take the
meetings. He said age
uisite. In the glitter, amid the sparkle of intelligent woman, relatively sane and
~Jilin~ will avoid nhs u.' ml~ . II "I..'j .md m·
responsibility as leaders
andfamily both kepthim
\ ;1"" 'I lfI' of pri\raey.
ice, it is easy to imagine a pure and fair adequately socialized, who has been
of the student body.
from participating.
[ .dkr. . . in prinl tlo fh'l Ik',:c..:...:..;"arib
competition. But at the levels of money able to control your life, and presumrl.·ll...... 1 th\! ('pinion nf 'lIlt.' (· ' t1"r(nl.
SGA's decision to
"We're not your avand power involvffi, innocence is a ably your dates, to an acceptable degree.
h)rplJrp.~""'\.· . . . ,)1 \I\.'-nl l (;llh)l1, JII ktkr,
expel seven organizaerage college student,"
rare commodity indeed.
lnu . . l hl.'Jr The \\'nh. 'f"'~ hand" nUl'lI 'I!!n.l"
In a population of college students,
tions last week for not
Hunter said. "We all
l11r . .••• IJJn...· .. '. ~lllllcni u.k·nlJlh.:Jllon ulImI wish them all well.
such is, unfortunately, not always the
complying with SGA meeting atten- have lives and families and many of us
It.:r :111.1 hom,' Of \\0,1; IdqlhllllC IlII111h,·f.
case.
If rl,..·yUI,..·. . . II,..·tI. all dlorts \\111 hl: m:1lk In
dance policy bylaws was a surprising are in our 30s. Student organizations
Ronald Sons
Having matriculated at what is a
m:I1IIl:.un lh~ \\ nll' r-": ;tIll)n~ f1lit~.
move from an administration that has are just not that important to you."
only emphasizes the positive.
Why then Mr. Hunter did you de- • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
The groups expelled were the "bad cide to become involved if student orapples" of the SGA assembly. These ganizations are "just not that important
rotten apples may have spoiJed the to you?" Instead of setting an example
whole batch if not thrown out. These of participation for those who are not
groups failed to meet a SGA atten- involved, the organization is a hin- • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
dance policy bylaw that was sent to drance to SGA. In a sense, SGA is a
in Washington D.C. where she
New Morning Edition
their respective SGA representative. machine. If all parts are not doing their
a reporter. Radbill also has
The policy said the group could not job, then the machine fails as a whole.
Host/News Producer At was
been a Reporter/Anchor at
miss more than three meetings without
"If this isn't completely enforced
Tickets for a perfonnance
being punished.
then groups would abuse the attenWFMD in Frederick, Maryland. Feb. 18 by comedian ReneeHicks
Coming to an one-hour meeting dance policy and no one would show
Radbill has production and in the
Penney Auditorium
once a month is not much to ask. As up," Masters said. "You would have no
KWMU 90.7 FM is pleased writing experience at WRC-TV
are
on
sale
now
at the University
usual, though, everyone has an excuse. studentgovemmentandnothing would
to announce that Ronni Radbill in Washington, D.C., WHAGVenka Puiumati, president of the get done."
Bookstore. Hicks' appearance is
In ternational Studen t Association said
Hunter also complained that topics of Washington D.C. is the TV in Hagerstown, Maryland, sponsored by the University Pronews editor

Commentary

sterling example, God help us all, of an
institution of higher learning in America
today ,itiseasy to excuse your possibly
justifiable suspicions about sex police .
but to equate your experience with the
more egalitarian and progressive setting
of the small college like Antiocb, is to
cast aspersions on one of the originators of the personal freedom enjoyed
on this, and other larger more reaction ary campuses, and to, perhaps, thereby
miss the presumed pointofsuch policy.
A worthy goal of any community
of scholars, is the free exchange of
ideas. This freedom can be exerci sed
OO8t in an atmosphere of physical and
intellectual safety and acceptance. A
school must work at being a place in
which one can be free· to be outspoken
or nol, f1amboyant or not, unpopular or
not, and where the right to be secure in
one's person and property is assured.
The student should not be unwillingly
exposed to some Darwinian campus
jungle where the only ethic is, Me frrs t,
and devil take the hindmost." In any
event, it might be remembered that the
conditions in the universities have an
effect beyond the time and place of
their immediate ClQstence and ac tion,
and are to some degree, through the
elites thataremolded there,arolemodeJ,
for good or through ill, for the society
at large. This work falls on the shoulders of both the administration and the
students.
The tone of your piece, that the
administration would be imposing on
students by expecting them to talk about
their sexual activities,rather than doing
"what comes natural," is in some ways
endearing. As is your matronly concern
for childlike males who would be forced
to walk on eggshells on a first date
and MCPS- TV in Rockville, gram Board. Tickets are $7 with
rather than feeling free than to just go
Maryland.
a UM-St. Louis student identifi- for it. Your fatalistic response to date
rape, and your belief that most girls wi!! .
cation card; $10 v.d.thout
not report ' it anyway, is . distressing.
Your example of nonverbal communication of desires, such as a grown
woman sitting on her hands, moves
one to hope that you are not in the
company of a partner who takes that to
mean abject submission ...
Union Electric Company
In the real world ofacollegecampus
has contributed $50,000 to supThe Professional Develop- in the 1990s, it is necessary to protect
port the activities of the cam- ment School Program, operated most of the students, at one time or
puses' nationally recognized by the School of Education, ex- another, from being preyed upon. One
Bridge program. Bridge prepares pands this month to the Laclede such arena in need of struc ture is that of
high school students for college Elementary School in St. Louis. sexual behavior. Active not passive.
Perhaps turning the mating ritual
and gives them extra support in University facwty and students
into a perverse game of Simon Says is
mathematics, science and tech- get together with teachers and not the ultimate answer to an atmo· nology.
students from area elementary, sphere safe for student exploration of
junior and high schools to upgrade personal lifestyle , ortoproviding safety
and personal freedom in the light of
teacher education and improve conflicting needs of liberty and safety,
the overall quality of education. but proposing that an act can be consented to prior to liberty being taken
may well be a place to start.
You, as a student leader,
downplaying the problem and proposingcontinuationofthestatusquo,strikes
QuikTrip
me as odd. Perhaps it is not. Maybe
your article displays the attitude that is
• Earn $4.75 hr starting pay with raises at 3 months,
necessary for a young woman to possess if she is to survive. I hope not.
6 months and every anniversary.
Knowing that I will, alas, never
• Work up to 40 per week during day and evening hours
have contact with you socially or oth• Work with an Assistant Manager or Store Manager
erwise, I take this opportunity to wish
• Never work over night and never work alone.
you a long and happy life.

UM-ST. LOUIS/THE CURRENT NEWSWIRE
Go On Sale

KWMU

le.

station's new Morning Edition
Host/News Producer. Radbill
assumed the position Jan. 17.
Radbili will be hostmg l ocru
segments of Morning Edition
from National Public Radio
(NPR) and prcxiucing news features and reports for KWMU.
Radbill comes to St. Louis
from W A.t\1U, an NPR affiliate

Ride MetroLink Home to

DeBaliv iere Place
Apartments

Ferguson
Body Works

Classical, Rehabbed Apartments in the
Historical DeBaliviere Neighborhood

Union Electric Company Supports
Bridge

1014 S. Florissant Rd.

• Quality Collision Repair
• Written Guarantees
on Workmanship
• Lifetime Warranty on

361-5290

Replacement Parts

(on qualified models)
• Towing, Pickup & Delivery
Service for Students and
Campus personnel

521-5698

• Job duties include: Customer service, merchandising,
housekeeping, and inventory control..
Apply at Any Quik Trip Location In Person
Or Call Our Job Line at 1-800-365-0935

~

•

The Automatic Teller

Member FDIC

7151 Natural Bridge· 5t. Louis, MO 63121

i

,

~

~
.CIRRUS.

•

•

.......... ..

••

Nonnandy Bank Customers, get your application
at the facility in U. Center or call us at 383-5555.
If your account is with another bank, your ATM
card can be used at the machine in U. Center if
it has a BankMate or Cirrus symbol on it.

•

Ronald Sons

I

383-5555

•

Position Available
Part-time Clerk

I'm Here When
You Need Me
:

•

, Tickets For Comic

1 BR· $350·$490
2 BR-$450-$685
3 BR-$585-$745

.. .,

Professional Development School
Grows

•
I•

•

I
I

I•
I

OFF ANY
PURCHASE!
Tax eUIli. One coupon per
guest per vl,lt. Not valid
with any other dIscount
offer. Good at Wendy's on
South Florissant Road,
aCl"DI8lrom QuIck Trip.
Offer expIres 217/94.
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Riverlnen.Get Monkey Off Their Back,
Shackle GoriJJas For First MIAA Win
for a two on one break. Caldwell
lobbed the ball up for Smith who
slammed it home for a 8 point lead (6254) with 9:20 remaining in the game.
In the game, the Rivermen were
having problems with defensive rebounding. PSU had 18 offensive rebounds, but fortunately for UM-S1.
Louis the Gorillas only converted on
40 percent of those rebounds. The
Ri vermen shot 47 percent (25 -56) from
the field and 46 percent (10-22) from
three point range for the game.

by Rob Goedeker
of The Current staff .

The UM-S1. Louis men's basketball
team fmally won their first Mid-America

,
to

•
•

RivelWOmen

LiveAnd
DieBy
Three
Pointer

•
by Pete Dlcr1splno

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

associate sports editor
In a era where the three pointer is
changing the game of basketball, the
UM-St. Louis women's basketball team
has done more than their share to enhance the popularity of the shot.
The Riverwomen have shot the
most three pointers in the Mid-America
Intercollegiate Association Conference
(MIAA) this season. Matter of fact,
two players alone, Nancy Hesemann
and Laura Satterfield have attempted
more three pointers (258) than all the
other teams in the NIlAA.
On Jan.19, in a game against
Northwest Missouri S tate the
Riverwomen set a school record by
making 13 three pointers in one single
game. They broke their original mark
of 11 set earlier in the year against
Southwest Missouri Baptist
I have been at UM-St. Louis now
for three years and by far this is the
most exciting women's basketball team
I've seen. Everyone knows they're a
small team, but even when down by 20,
they're never out of a game.
UM-St. Louis head coach Jim Coen
loves the three-point shot and gives his
team free reign to bomb from all over
the court. Going into Saturday night's
game against Pittsburg State, the
Riverwomen have attempt 465 ~
pointers in 17 games. An average of27
three pointers per game. At this rate
they will smash every three-point record
in school history. Probably more than

once.

t

•

•

~.

The two main engineers behind the
long-range missile assault are
Hesemann and Satterfield.
Hesemann, a senior forward has
always be able to shoot the three pointer,
but now under Coen she has been able
to shoot it more frequently.
Hesemann has attempted 128 three
pointers and has made 37, she was five
out of nine against Northwest Missouri
State.
Satterfield, ajwrior guard has shot
the most three pointers on the team.
She has put up 130 three-point shots
and has made 42, most on the team.
Satterfield is the Riverwomen's first
player off the bench and is usually
called upon in tight ballgames to hit a
Big 3 to put the other team away.
Hesemann and Satterfield are not
alone, however, guards Nicole Christ
and Christine Hampton have both shot
more than 50 three pointers.
Christ has the best percentage on
the team,shehas made 19 outof51 for
.373 shooting percentage.
The Riverwomen, with their lack
of height, must be able to shoot from
the outside in order to win. They're a
good shooting team overall from the
outside, so why not get three points
every time down the court instead of
two. It's just simple math.
Letting the other teams keep
pounding the ball inside for two points,
the Riverwomen will just come back
and nail a three. The last time I checked,
three was more than two.
So, if you're a basketball fan and
you like the three-point shot, head over
to the Mark Twain gym. The
Riverwomen are helping change the
game of basketball. B<,:>mbs away!

Intercollegiate Athletics Association
conference game 86-71 on Saturday
against the Pittsburg State Gorillas
The home victory gave the
Rivennen a 1-5 in conference record
and they're 5-9 overall.
''The way things have been going
for us, so far this year, any' win would
have been a big win", said coach Rich
Meckfessel. But for Meckfessel and
the Rivermen this victory wasn't just
any win. The victory ended the
Rivermen's 0-5 conference start, which
seemed to be setting hard on the minds
of the UM-St Louis players. The
Rivermen had started four of their first
five conference games on the road and
three of them were against teams that
.were undefeated in the MIAA
The Rivermen have also been
short-handed, playing without Shawn
Caldwell (personal leave) and Marvin
Smith (Illness). Finally, to top it off, the
Rivermen were in a terrible shooting
slump, shooting just 28 percent (29102) in the two previous road loses to
Missouri-Rolla 93-65 on Jan. 15 and to
Northwest Missouri State 66-46 on Jan.
19.
But in the game against Pittsburg
State, both Caldwell and Smith had
returned to the line up, so there would
be no excuses for an unsuccessful performance.
The Rivermen were successful and

"The way things have
been going for us so far
this year any win would
have been a big win"Rich Meckfessel, UMSt. Louis men's basketball coach
If the Rivermen stay relaxed and keep
moving the ball around like they did
against Pittsburg State, the field goal
percentage will continue to increase
and so will the wins.

THE HAND IS QUICKER THAN THE EYE : Sophomore guard Lawndale Thomas (#3) drives by a bewildered

Mark Byrd (#52) Pittsburg State. Thomas was a force on the boards with five offensive boards.

beat Pittsburg State convincingly. The
Rivermen led throughout most of the
first half. The biggest difference for
UM-St. Louis was their field-goal
shooting. They shot 50 percent (1530) from the field and 55 percent from
three point range (6-11) for a 48-40
half time lead.
When asked why the field goal
shooting drastically improved, the

players all had the same response. "Shot
selection. We usually take bad shots.
We got comfortable with working the
ball around and getting good shots,"
said Junior guard Marcus Albert, who
finished with 19 points and converted
on five out of nine three pointers.
Freshman forward Rodney Hawthorne
continued his recent success with 14
points and 11 rebounds, including an

authoritive dunk to complete a threepoint play with : 15 seconds remaining
in the frrsthalf. "We were more relaxed
as a team," Hawthorne said. " We were
moving the ball around more and that's
going to open up good shots for us."
Smith also had a good game with
17 points, in his first game back from
illness. On one play, Smith stole the
ball and passed it up court toCaldwell

Next Rivermen Home
Game
January 26
@

Lincoln University

RivelWomen Fire Bricks From
Th~ ·

Field, Mamed By Gorillas 78-68

Quote

by Pete Dlcrlsplno
associate sports editor

A slow start and missed free throws stung the UMSt. Louis women's basketball team Saturday, as they
fell to Pittsburg State 78-68.
''We didn 't shoot free throws," UM-St. Louis
head coach Jim Coen said. ''Without question, that
was the game."
The Riverwomen 's record dropped to 10-8 on the
year overall and 3-3 in the Mid-America Intercollegiate
Athletics Association (MIAA) conference.
Pittsburg State started fast and scored the frrst 11
points of the game before the Ri verwomen knew what
hit them. Gorilla forward Jenny Pracht led the way as
she scored six of the teams frrst eight points.
On the other end, the Riverwomen looked tight
and confused. They came out cold and missed easy
shots.
''We shot the ball poorly and then I think some of
our kids became tentati ve," Coen said. "We don't care
how many shots they miss; in the course of the season
it all balances out."
The Riverwomen, who lead the MIAA in threepoint field goals per game (16.1), wereO-for-17 from
the three-point line in the first half.
Their two big guns Nancy Hesemann and Laura
Satterfield were a combined three-for-18 from the
three-poinlline in the game.
When the Riverwomen were finally able to control Pracht, the Gorillas brought their three-point
shooter Jermi Miller off the bench.
Miller hit two three pointers in a row and the
Gorillas had their biggest lead of the night at 25-8.

~

Box
KFNS Sports talk -shoW host Kevin
Slaten stating his opinion of the
Rivermen's trials ina recent
broadcast
''There are actually still people goiIig to UMSL
games with the way the Billikens are playing,"

,.Hayel"$TOW:atClh
..
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. •Men's BasketbaIl:MalcoIJrtHliI
.' . • ·.:.Itll started off the seasoniast·averaging . .

OVERMATCHED: Riverwoman guard Regina Howard

(#11) and center Arletha Lewis (#32) struggled inside
against the bigger Gorillas ..

The Riverwomen did everything they could in the fIrst half
to hang on for dear life and they went into the locker down 44-

See Bricks, page 6
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Hockey Teant Prepares For FourGante Showdown With Menunec
by Cory Schroeder

sports editor

*Monster On
The Boards
Against

Pittsburg State
With 10 Rebounds
*Two-Way
Player With 7.8

Rebounds Per
Game And 10.3

ppg.

The UM-St. Louis Hockey team
has been in deep freeze , inactive since
their loss to Northern Iowa on Dec. 13.
With a conference record of2-2-1,
the Rivennen are in third place in the
southern conference of the Central
States Collegiate Hockey League with
six points. Northern Iowa has a tight
grip over fIrst place with 14 points
while Drake University is not far behind in second p!<ice with 10 points.
In order to obtain a postseason bid,
the Rivermen will have to finish at
least in second place. With that in
mind, the Rivennen have four games

See Hockey, page 6

d

ON GOLDEN POND : The Rivermen are hoping to get a playoff bid.
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Dorm from page 1

Fire from page 1

Court from page 1
applies to the Board ofCurators doesn't
apply to Student Court."
After the police arrived at the meeting, Zweifel said Ward then decided to
move the meeting to the Student Activities office. When he got up to go to
the other office the police blocked the
entrance to the door while allowing the
others through. At this point, the police
once again asked Zweifel to leave.
After refusing, he was handcuffed and
taken to the UM-St. Louis police station.He was released without any
charges being issued.
Zweifel said that even now he srill
would have attended the meeting after
knowing what would happen.
"To me, it seems ridiculous that a
student government that stresses student unity has excluded an organization from involvement," Zweifel said.
"The Current is an organization that
can help promote student involvement

in campus issues. College is supposed
to be a preparation for reality and if the
University or SGA only wants me to
promote positive issues then it doesn't
seem like a preparation for the real
world."
MacLean said he thinks the iss ue is
one that students can learn from .
"In some ways, I think this is a good
issue for students to wrestle with. I
think the students ought to look at this
whole thing," MacLean said. "Should
the court, its sessions, be open or should
the hearings be open and the deliberations be closed? Should that be included in a certain set of bylaws that are
published? I think it's an opportunity
for education and I don't know what
the outcome is. It's a good meaty, substantive free-speech issue."
Ward did not respond to calls for a
comment.

Status from page 1
tion. The university took undisclosed
discipline measures.
·And most recently, two students
werecharged with the theft of aSigTau
Gamma sign. The students, who were
not technically PKA pledges, said they
were friends of the fraternity members.
"Those are all allegations," said a
former UM-St Louis student andPKA
member. "We have set up a board of
five alumni Pikes that will monitor and
make sure the current Pikes are going
in the right direction; I think that is very
sincere."
Members of the SCSA said the
status of the PKA fraternity was based
on their compliance to have the term of
the president one year, and have a
faculty advisor.
PKA President Doug Haldeman
said the PKA executive board was
willing to change the term of the president to one year. He also said that his
frar.ernlty found a faculty advisor im-

mediately after it had been umecognized by the university for one week.
"We named Carolyn Mills, (University Center receptionist) as our advisor," Haldeman said. "Basically we
came here today to let the comminee
know what's going on with our fraternity."
Rick Blanton, associate director of
University Center, said that PKA was
not recognized for one week in October, 1993.
"When their faculty advisor resigned, they were not recognized by
the university," Blanton said. "But they
filled the position in the appropriate
time, which then made them recognized.
"So now (the administration) will
look at the 'what ifs' ."
Schmalfeld and MacLean will now
work: with PKA outside of the SCSA
meetings, and notify it of any probation
stipulations.

come and tell us that, so that we can go
back to our offices. We didn't know
what the story was."
John Pickens, chief of campus police, said he has heard such rumors, but
currently he is gathering the facts and
he said a report will be filed.
Martinich said the response issue
bothers him because he was the chairperson of the Senate last year, and he
discussed, with the administration, the
upgrading of the current situation.
"We should have a way to respond
correctl y," ~1artinich said. "To the best
of my knowledge, we do not have
training for the faculty and staff. In the
IS years that I have been here, I think
we have had one fire drill. And now the
solution is said to be building monitors.
Well , some of these people don't even
know they are building monitors. And
a majority of them are not on campus
during the times they are scheduledlike 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. The system is nonexistenL "
In other Senate business, a possible nursing merger between the
Barnes School of Nursing and UM-St.
Louis was unanimously approved by
the Senate on Jan 18. Two boords,
including the Trustees of Barnes, have
already approved the merger. The UM

Board of Curators, who meet on the
UM-St Louis campus on Feb. 3-4,and
the Bames ?, who meet on Jan. 27, still
need to approve the merger. If approved, Barnes students would move
to the utvr-SL Louis campus in the fali
of 1994 to form the "Barnes College of
Nursing at UM-St. Louis."
Shirley Martin, dean of the current
nursing program at UM~St. Louis,
would continue as dean of the merging
program. She is appreciative of the
response the merger has received from
the campus.
"It's going well," Martin said. "We
are more than half way through with
both Barnes and the university is happy
with the way things are going. The vote
will now go to the curators."
Martin said the word college in the
title of the merger is not a pattern, but is
a one-time move away from thecustoms
of the university.
"It's something different," Martin
said. 'The university usually admits
students as Arts and Science students,
but we will just emoll the students as
they would havebeenemolled at Barnes
next year."
Bob Samples, director of University Relations, said everyone involved
with the merger is positive.

The Currentis looking for S(l)meone
seriolls ahout rmming a weekly campus newspaper.
Election for edil()r~in-chic" will Ix: hdd in April 10 cktennine
Tile Cl/f'rC'l/r's next editor for the 19l).t-95 ~dl0ol year.

-If elt.'«Ott'd qualified allpJil'ams \',:ill be responsible for \5-20
slaff memhers of the lJniv~rsily's w@ckly campus Ilewspa,pcr.
which has a w~dJy rull of 6,000.

-There aft' hID interview and dectoral processes applicants
must al1~ll\l to 11t: L'Onsider~d for the position. A staff interview

will he hidd first. t{)t\owt"d by an

int~IView

by the CM-St.
LOlli.. Slll{ieni Puhlication's Cnnnl'Httee. A statl VOle is forwarded to tRe SPC for rheir recommendation. Arter the
intcIVicw and \'ote hy the SPC'. applicants will he notified of
results.

DOYOUBAVE
ASTHMA?
The Asthma Center at Barnes West County Hospital
is seeking individuals with moderate asthma,
ages 18-65, to aid in asthma research.
Individuals will receive physical exams,
free medication and compensation for their time.
If you are interested pleas~ contact 851-8508.
(If you are a woman of childbearing
potential you must be surgically sterilized
or have a reliable method of birth control.)
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Gain Experience In The Survey/
Customer Service Field,
A Variety of Hours Available, Part! Full Time.

W-

NO SALES,
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SOI11I.: pre\inll~ SUPI.:Iyj'IlJ'Y (\ pcrienn: and has ~Ihh\ bl~\' III'
lhe AP St yle.: ;\ lanual. '\pplil.:i1llls having Iakl.:ll da~,~, in:
copy editing. katurdnews writing and hasil.: hll~ine~s adminis-

tration are prden·ed. hur notlllandatnry.

-Position is fulltimc. and b paid. All students l'lIITcntly
enrolled at UM-St. Louis for at least 3 hours can he considered. To apply. send a cover letter. resume. and three letters of
reference to The Cllrrellf. attn: Russell Korando. 7Y..tO Natural
Bridge Rd. SI. Louis. \10. 63121 Deadline for entry is Feb. ..t.

-For more in'" call Russl'll Korando at 553-51 XJ

GreatJob WOpportunity .~
NO APPOINTMENTS.

-Position calls l'or sl'riou"o-Illinded self slaner. who has had

AM I PREGNANT?
FIND OUT FOR SURE.

CRISIS
PREGNANCY

CENTER

447·6477

831·6723

227·5111

950 Frands Pl.
(St. Louis)

2352 HWY 94
(St. Charles)

3347 N. HWY 67
(Florissant)

510 Baxter Rd
(Ballwin)

24- Hour Phone Service
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the jet set.

Thomas told The Current that she
believes these accusations of poor job
performance are related to Carroll and
Rotunan's efforts to eliminate her position altogether. Thomas accused fellow Human Resources staff of harassing her, sabotaging her work:, and she
said she entered the hospital last summer and was admitted for two weeks
due to stress caused by her office environment. Thomas also said that she had
received good work reviews until
Carroll's hiring last year.
In Thomas's charge to the EEOC,
she stated, "The fumes from the paint.
and other chemicals from this shop, as
well as drilling of wood, and plastics,
make me very sick."
Thomas requested removal from
the office, " ... the same as all the white
female administrative assistants."
Also in Sept. 28 memo, Rottman
expressed her concern about Thomas's
inability to locate applications that were
filed alphabetically.
"When we discussed this incident,"
wrote Rottman, "I received conflicting
information from you regarding your
willingness to accept responsibility for
not locating the applications."
Rottman stated in the meI!!,o that

Roadway Package System offers penn anent part-time
positions loading and unloading trucks starting at:
$6.00 -$6.50/hr
$l/hr in tuition assistance after 30 days
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had more life to them.

"If four of the 17 three pointers fall,
then we are only down by two at the
half," Coen said.
Downby 14 the Riverwomen were
still in the game because they have the
best rated three-point shooting and the
most steals in the conference.
"I thought they outplayed us from
an offensive standpoint in the first half,
but they still had 22 tIn'I1overs," Coen
said. "So we did some things right."
In the second half, the Riverwomen
came out with fire in their eyes and
were determined to get back into the
game.
Guards Christiana Hampton,
Regina Howard, and LisaJ ordan turned
up the defensive pressure on the Gorillas.
With the intense pressure the Gorillas began to slow down a little and
allowed the Riverwomen to dim b back
into the game.
TheRiverwomenthankstoacouple
of three-point shots by Satterfield and
DJ. Martin,cut the Gorilla lead toone
with nine minutes left in the game.
Whatever Coen told them at half
must have sunk in, because the team

"We went over getting our feet set
and having good shot sele{:tion," Coen
said. "We tried to get the kids to understand that we can't get it back individually; one person can't win the

~
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game."
Unfortunately, one point would be
the closest the Riverwomen came.
Late in the game, missed one-andone opportunities from the free throw
line did in the Riverwomen. They fmished the game 10 out of 21 from the
free throw line. The Gorillas on the
other hand were 14 out of 18.
TheRiverwomen will have to shoot
better from the linear they will continue
to lose close games.
''We'renotgoingtobeatgoodteams
without free throws," Coen said. "It is
just that simple."
Hesemann finished with 15 points
to led the Riverwomen.
Next up for the Riverwomen will
be Quincy on Jan, 25 and Lincoln on
Jan 26. Both games will be at the Mark
Twain Gym.
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Hockey from page 5
coming up against fourth place
Meramec Community College. Each
one will be played at the new Forum Ice
Arena in Fenton at 10:15 p.m. Game
dates are Jan.27 , Feb,3, 10, and 17,
"Those should determine our fate,"
senior defenseman Bob Weiman said.
The Rivermen' have preyed on
weaker teams like Iowa State but have
been lackluster against the tougher
schools like Drake and Northern Iowa.
"No one has totally dominated us,"
Weiman Said. "We can skate with anybody." .

One of the problems has been the
extensive travel which has forced several key players like defensive stopper
John Dubicki and playmaker Derek
S~haubtomissgames.Withfourgames

DELIVERY
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Now There IsA
New Way To Do
Lunch/DinnerHot, Fast, Delicious
And Delivered
Right To Your Door.

UNIVERSITY CENTER
LOBBY

there had been other instances which
occurred within the office where
Thomas's job _performance had not
met expectations.
In a letter dated Nov. 17, 1993,
Carroll told Thomas, "as you know,
since I joined the University of Missouri inJlIly, I have been assessing the
needs and cap~bilities of the Human
Resources Department. In order to better match our customer demands with
our structure, I have decided to reorganize the department.
"As a result the position you now
hold will be eliminated."
When asked when Thomas was
fired, Carroll said, "I wouldn't call it
fired." Carroll would not elaborate further.
lTJ the Jan. 10 issue of The Current,
Carroll said none of the employees in
Human Resources had been laid off
due to her departmental reorganization
plan. A memo sent to HR employees
Dec. 6, from Carroll, said their was
going to be a departmental reorganization and if they didn't reapply or were
not considered a successful applicant,
they would not be considered for the
new job openings.

Bricks from page 5
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students."
Brown said when the water heater
burst, it created a problem, but it was
solved in the best possible way.
"We offered another option for
housing," Brown said, "The two students could have moved to a vacant
room. One student decided to move,
and the other did not"
Karl Beeler, assistant vice chancellor of Student Affairs, said there
was damage to the second level unit,
and residual water damage to the lower
unit. He also said some possessions of
the two students were damaged.
"Mr. Brown did the right thing (by
notifing Physical Plant)," Beeler said.
"Now the University needs to repair
the damage, and they are working with
the students to make sure they are
housed in a warm, comfortable environmenL"

Suit from page 1

ground, call the Air National Guard toll-free at
263-6275. We'll show you how to become one of
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A different group of maintenance men
finally showed up about 10 or 10:30
a.m."
Tripani said it was a lack of responsibility on everyone's part.
"It's a bunch of red tape,"Tripani said.
"If I were living in an apartment, the
landlord would have taken the responsibility. If I had been at any other fouryear university, it would have been
handled right then. I wish I could have
just handled it myself."
Brown, who Tripani said arrived at
11:00 a.m., shares the feelings of
Tripani, but said it was the job of the
Physical Plant to take care of the problem .
"We ourselves could have cleaned
up the water if mops and wet vacs were
available," Brown said. "But we are
not allowed to do that because of union
rules, so we had to wait for them
(Physical Plant), and that upset the

Friendship. Camaraderie. A sense of belonging. Old feelings
difficult to describe, but not hard to get back. Thanks to the Air
National Guard.
Besides the over 200 job opportunities you can learn, you'll be
eligible for coUege tuition assistance and other benefits. We11 even
pay you. All it takes is two days a month and two weeks a year.
To find out how you «llil get your career off the
.
.

Did Christmas vacation leave you broke?$
Spring Break is just around the corner!!!

~

• Immediate results
• Completely confidential
• CaU or walk in

725·3150

731-0249 w

For more details, STOP BY
or call:
314n27-9482
(Olive & Skinker location)or
314n31-7855
(Hazelwood location)

• FREE Pregnancy Testing
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in the metro area against Meramec, the
Rivermen should have all their weapons.
"We've picked up some new players so we're a little bit deeper," Weiman
said. "We've looked good in practice so
we should be ready to go against
Merarnec."

Top Scorers
Dan Dagenais 8 goals

Dan Moran 5 assists
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